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The robust water-stop floor.
Healthy living and sustainable: over 90 % organic.
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A11

Oak indian brown*
plank
linear brushed
matt

A decision for quality.
As a German family-owned business from the Münster re-

Taking nature as our example, we use our passion, expertise

gion, for over 60 years now we have dedicated ourselves to

and flair for good design to create floors that bring together

developing products that are sustainable and conducive to

the latest designs and sophisticated technology combined

healthy living, while setting the highest standards in terms

with maximum resource efficiency for our shared environ-

of function and aesthetics.

ment.

*Wood/stone reproduction. Colour reproductions are not binding.
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24-hour water-stop protection — thanks to SEAL technology
1

S martConnect Pro

SmartConnectPro is the quick and secure click connection for
a lastingly beautiful floor. The special design of the profile
reduces the penetration of liquids and provides additional
moisture protection.
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E xtremeDense

Corundum is a natural and abundant
mineral from the sapphire family.

ExtremeDense is the name of the technology behind the

It has a value of 9 on the Mohs hard-

extremely high-density wood-based baseboard — the heart

ness scale*. Only diamond is harder,

of dureco floor. The wood fibres are compressed together so

with a value of 10. The high degree

tightly as to provide maximum protection against moisture

of abrasion resistance and temperature

penetration.

3

stability make corundum the ideal

A llroundSafe

component for everything that is
subjected to stress.
(*A reference scale created by Friederich Mohs for

AlroundSafe protects each individual plank with a special new

determining the hardness of materials)

formula for sealing the edges, to stop moisture on the surface
and bevels before it can penetrate the interior of the floor.
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L ongLifeSurface

LongLifeSurface is the protective layer which is applied in
several steps to the surface of the floor. The floor surface gains
its durability and water resistance from the addition of the

24 h water stop – fit for real life
Everyone knows the little mishaps of daily life. The glass
of water that is knocked over, the dog running in from the
garden with dirty paws, or the dripping raincoat after a walk
in the rain — dureco is ideally prepared for these situations.
The SEAL technology protects the floor against water laying
on the surface for a period of up to 24 hours. It prevents

swelling and the appearance of the floor remains unaffected.
Due to its robust wear layer and the ability to resist water,
dureco meets almost every challenge of daily life without
sacrificing any of its beauty. One thing less to worry about
and more time for the important things in life.

corundum, a natural mineral from the same family as sapphire.
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Your health is important to us
U.S. EPA TSCA Title VI &
CARB P2 compliant

Health is our greatest asset. For this reason, we bear a great

ID 0309 – 11806 – 003

responsibility, because we create products you live with every
day. They are an important part of your home, it’s where you and
your loved ones should feel well looked after. We at ter Hürne
therefore attach the greatest importance to the fact that you
and your family can live with our floors with confidence and
being assured of natural healthy living. With a dureco floor you
are making a good choice for your health.
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Top Layer
Surface sealing wear layer made of a resin bond corundum coating.
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One cubic metre of wood stores one
tonne of CO2. By choosing a dureco

Design layer

floor, you are making an active contribution to climate protection, because

Decorative design layer made of wood fibre.

our floor is mostly made of wood. The

Baseboard

wood contained in the product stores
the CO2 absorbed by the tree right up
until it is actually burned. Added to

Baseboard made of wood fibre that is compressed

that, for every tree used for produc-

into extremely high density.
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*Information sur le niveau d’émission de substances
volatiles dans l’air intérieur, présentant un risque
de toxicité par inhalation, sur une échelle de classe
allant de A+ (très faibles émissions) à C (fortes
émissions).

tion, more trees will be planted, which

Backing layer

in turn will store CO2 during their lifetime. That is why we have given dureco

Stabilising layer made of wood pulp.

the title of being a climate-positive
floor.

plastic free – a contribution to the climate
Our responsibility. For the dureco floor, we use wood from

In addition, a considerable part of the wood material used

certified sustainable forestry. This is confirmed by the PEFC

for baseboard production today is already manufactured

certificate, which all dureco floors have been awarded.

from trees, which can no longer be used for furniture or

The careful selection of the growing regions and the trees

hardwood flooring; for example, due to storm damage.

that grow there are crucial for the high quality standards

Healthy living and sustainable:
over 90 % organic.

1
2

of ter Hürne. The principle of sustainable economic and
resource-saving trade is a fundamental part of our philosophy
and extends to all areas and processes of our company.

Promoting Sustainable
Forest Management
www.pefc.org
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A01 Pine antique silver
plank
linear brushed
matt

1285 x 192 x 12 mm

CLASSIC LINE
8/9

Pine antique silver

plank
linear brushed
matt

A03

Art.-No.: 1101260002
1285 x 192 x 12 mm

A02

Oak alabaster

plank
linear brushed
matt

CLASSIC LINE

A01

Oak moon grey

plank
register embossed/fine brushed
matt

Art.-No.: 1101260005
1285 x 192 x 12 mm

A04

Art.-No.: 1101260001
1285 x 192 x 12 mm

Oak velvet grey

plank
linear brushed
matt

Art.-No.: 1101260003
1285 x 192 x 12 mm
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Oak almond brown

plank
linear brushed
matt

A07

Art.-No.: 1101260009
1285 x 192 x 12 mm

A06

Oak nordic beige

plank
linear brushed
matt

CLASSIC LINE

A05

Oak taupe grey

plank
register embossed/fine brushed
matt

Art.-No.: 1101260007
1285 x 192 x 12 mm

A08

Art.-No.: 1101260006
1285 x 192 x 12 mm

Oak rustic grey

plank
register embossed/fine brushed/sculptured
matt

Art.-No.: 1101260004
1285 x 192 x 12 mm
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Oak ambergris grey

plank
linear brushed
matt

A11

Art.-No.: 1101260008
1285 x 192 x 12 mm

A10

Oak shadow grey

plank
linear brushed
matt

CLASSIC LINE

A09

Oak indian brown

plank
linear brushed
matt

Art.-No.: 1101260011
1285 x 192 x 12 mm

A12

Art.-No.: 1101260015
1285 x 192 x 12 mm

Oak sahara beige

plank
smooth
matt

Art.-No.: 1101260010
1285 x 192 x 12 mm
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Oak chamois

plank
register embossed/fine brushed/sculptured
matt

A15

Art.-No.: 1101260013
1285 x 192 x 12 mm

plank
linear brushed
matt

Oak Bordeaux brown

plank
register embossed/fine brushed/sculptured
matt

Art.-No.: 1101260014
1285 x 192 x 12 mm

A16

A14

Oak roman brown

CLASSIC LINE

A13

Art.-No.: 1101260012
1285 x 192 x 12 mm

Oak Cuba brown

plank
register embossed/fine brushed
matt

Art.-No.: 1101260016
1285 x 192 x 12 mm
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B03 Stone titanium grey
natural stone
fine pored
matt

635 x 327 x 12 mm

STONE LINE
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Stone edelweiss

natural stone
fine pored
matt

B03

Art.-No.: 1101260017
635 x 327 x 12 mm

B02

Stone star grey

natural stone
fine structured
matt

STONE LINE

B01

Stone titanium grey

natural stone
fine pored
matt

Art.-No.: 1101260019
635 x 327 x 12 mm

B04

Art.-No.: 1101260018
635 x 327 x 12 mm

Stone manganese grey

natural stone
register embossed/fine structured
matt

Art.-No.: 1101260020
635 x 327 x 12 mm
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Technical properties

Surface structures

The appeal and colours of our dureco designs are the most

Seeing and feeling must be brought in line to create

01 Structure•smooth•matt

visible signs of the ter Hürne quality standards. But behind

what is needed: a perfect combination in perfect

02 Register embossed•fine brushed•matt

them are even more remarkable characteristics that perfect

harmony.

03 Structure•fine pored•matt

the function of the floors.

04 Register embossed•fine brushed/sculptured•matt
The ter Hürne dureco range features seven different

05 Structure•linear brushed•matt

surface structures which make the floor come alive

06 Register embossed•fine structured•matt

and emphasise the effect of the decor in various ways.

07 Structure•fine structured•matt

SEAL-Technology
24 h water stop guarantee

20 years warranty
(domestic usage)

01

02

03

05

06

07

04

5 years warranty
(commercial usage)

Anti-static

Antibacterial

Suited for underfloor heating
Suitable for warm water and electric* underfloor
heating systems.

!
When the hand feels

Install like a pro:
simple, fast, safe.

CLASSIC LINE | 192 x 1285 x12 mm

SmartConnect Pro connection

STONE LINE | 327 x 635 x 12 mm

what the eye sees.
When a surface is referred to as register embossed, the structure matches the texture of the
decor paper‘s underlying
pattern.

Non-slip and flame resistant.
* For electric surface heating systems with gentle warm-up
technology and temperature control unit.
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Accessories — perfectly matched

Care and maintenance

Because your floor deserves it.
What constitutes a perfectly installed floor? On one hand, it

And with our functional transition profiles and

looks beautiful and on the other — and you only notice this

decorative skirtings you will achieve the perfect

over time — it stands out due to its durability. To achieve

finishing touches.

this, what you mainly need are the right accessories— both
before and after the installation. Our underlay material and
care products are perfectly matched to the specifications
of our floors, significantly increasing their durability,
appearance and feel.

Underlay material

Skirtings

Metal profiles
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Digital design – experience dureco floor virtually
Try the room studio
Go ahead and start your virtual installation: www.terhuerne.de/roomstudio
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www.terhuerne.com

